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Terminology

Repeatability

Replicability

Reproducibility 



Reusability 

Repurposing

In order to reuse/repurpose results, you sometimes have to 
reproduce the original results first (to understand the exact details [1])



Conditions very discipline specific



To reproduce or reuse 
research results a researcher 
needs…

-  More than “just” the article
-  Context, documentation
-  Links to related research objects: data, 

code, workflows
-  Understandable method, processing, 

software etc.
-  Steps taken during the research process 

(versions)



 A data publishing perspective: establishing context

[2] DOI: 10.1007/s00799-016-0178-2



Helicopter view: Trusted bridges across research life-cycle

http://doi.org/10.5281/ZENODO.30800

http://doi.org/10.5281/ZENODO.30799 

Subsets of Data
Multiple Versions

Dynamic Data 
 


http://doi.org/10.5281/
ZENODO.30800

http://orcid.org/ 
0000-0002-4695-7874 

 


Who?
When?
Where? 

 


654039l
?

http://orcid.org/ 
0000-0002-4695-7874

http://doi.org/10.13039/ 
501100000780

Linking data with data

Linking data with articles

Linking data with contributors

Linking data with institutions/funders
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!
Technical and Human 

infrastructure 
for Open Research

Our goal is to ensure that every 
researcher, at any phase of their 
career, or at any institution, will !

have seamless access to !
Persistent Identifiers (PIDs) for !
their research artefacts and !
their work will be uniquely !

attributed to them

https://project-thor.eu/



Use Case: High-Energy 
Physics Community 
Discussions, requirements and 
emerging services



CERN
	

Founded	in	1954	

Intergovernmental	research	
organiza9on	

22	members	states	

~2500	employees	

12,000	visi9ng	scien9sts	from	
over	70	countries	and	with	
120	different	na9onali9es	

A	different	dimension	of	
“collabora9ve	research”	
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A use case: High Energy Physics 
•  Small community, data driven

•  Every experimental analysis with complex and big data and software pieces

•  Experience with Open Access (it is the de facto default, in fact)

•  Little or no experience with Open Science

•  The usual: high throughput of personnel

There is only one LHC in the world: What does that mean for ….

reproducibility and replicability of an analysis?

•  Surely it is work intensive, lots of dependencies

•  What is needed? What makes sense for science?



First requirements
•  Link articles and data/software, enable data discovery

•  Incentivize open data and code sharing (data/software citation)

---

•  Build further connections early in the research process è towards a network of 
research objects

•  That enable collaborators to understand the research context

•  That can be searched for (internally) to accelerate research processes

•  Preservation



> opendata.cern.ch



Impact

SIPB June 2016







Barriers to practicing 
reproducible research

“We find that code, data, and ideas are 
each regarded differently in terms of 

how they are revealed and that guidance 

from scientific norms varies with 

pervasiveness of computation in the 

field. 
The largest barriers to sharing are 

time involved in preparation of work 

and the legal Intellectual Property 

framework scientists face.” [6]




Moving upstream
In the research lifecycle





Considerations for service providers

Future purpose: reuse, reproducibility, preservation 

What are the components of an analysis (where are they stored now)

How much do these components vary within the collaboration

How is quality defined

What are the dependencies (software, methods)

Versioning

Linking

Size (10-15TB per analysis)





A looooong 
form

	

	

Submission	form	with	auto-
complete	func9onality	(based	on	
connec9ons	made	to	exis9ng	
databases	within	the	
collabora9on)	

	



Detailed 
physics 
metadata
Access	via	APIs	to	internal	
databases	provides	key	
informa9on	–	CAP	connects	it	

Further	informa9on,	such	as	OS,	
analysis	so_ware	and		related		
internal	discussions,	
presenta9ons	and	publica9ons			

Detailed	physics	informa9on	
(e.g.	final	state	par9cles,	cuts	
and	vetos)	for	future	reuse	

	



Reproducibility !
1st lessons learnt 
•  Challenge of granularity, complexity, 

dependencies

•  Solutions available to do data/software 
publishing, linking and data citation

•  Applicable to other disciplines as well

•  Moving upstream to enable reproducible 
research without “too much extra work”

•  Role of docker, VMs?
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